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Tips for Dining Table or Couch Telecommute Areas 
Telecommuting creates a need to adjust a part of your home to be a designated work space. Below are some tips and 
suggestions for working at a dining table or couch. 

Dinner Table Surface 
If you do not have a desk, a dining table is a good option to provide adequate 
work space for your computer monitor and/or laptop. Consider using a 
blanket or towel to pad a hard or sharp surface where it contacts your wrists 
and forearms. Ideally, the surface will sit level with your forearms when your 
shoulders are relaxed and your elbows hang at your sides. Consider using a 
seat pillow or blanket to elevate your body if the surface is too high. 

Dining Table Chair 
Identify a chair that provides adequate hip and lower back support. The seat 
depth should be short enough that you are able to shift your hips to the back of the seat and relax your upper back and 
shoulders into the backrest. Consider placing towels, blankets, or pillows behind your hips to artificially shorten the length of 
the seat while building up backrest support to maintain the S-curve of your spine. Feet should be flat on the floor, if the chair 
is too tall consider placing boxes or books under your feet so that knees and hips are parallel to floor. 

Couch 
Although we would recommend to avoid sitting on a couch, it may be an 
option if you do not have a dining table to work at. Similar to the dining table 
chair, make sure there is adequate support using pillow, towels, etc. to 
maintain and support your spine.  
It is recommended you do not work with a laptop on your legs for an extended 
period of time, as it can heat up and prevents you from being at the optimal 
posture. Pillows are also not a good idea to place between your legs and the 
laptop as it can cause the laptop to overheat. A lap desk or platform, box that 
allows adequate venting for the laptop, or tall end table could suffice in 

bringing the laptop screen to the appropriate height. Small end tables can also be used as the work surface. 

Please see the Laptop Logistics Fact Sheet for more information on recommended set-up. 

Breaks 
Breaks: Dining tables and couches are, in nature, less conducive to a supported working posture. For this reason it is more 
important than ever to be mindful of your standing/movement break schedule. Take more frequent breaks: 5 minutes every 
30-40 minutes to move around or stretch to promote circulation and prevent stiffness. The constricted space of a laptop can
force the arms and hands into awkward positions. Here are some quick stretches.

• Spread the fingers of both hands apart while keeping your wrists straight. Hold for three seconds and complete five
times.

• Stretch and massage your fingers, wrists and forearms intermittently while you work to increase circulation and relieve
tension.

• Lean forward and squeeze your shoulder blades together bringing your elbows behind your back. Keep your shoulders
lowered when doing this.
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Standing Stations 
A well-designed standing workstation promotes movement and allows for safe working postures. This fact sheet 
covers basic standing workstation set-up and workflow tips when using a laptop computer. Kitchen counters and 
other high top surfaces are good places to consider when setting up a standing workstation at home. Use an 
external keyboard and mouse for the best results.  

Laptop/External Monitor 
• Start by placing the laptop or monitor on a shelf, tall box, or other sturdy platform. The top third of the screen

should be at or slightly below eye level (blue lines). If you wear progressive lenses start with the laptop lower
than eye-level so you avoid lifting your chin when viewing the screen.

• Check your distance from the screen. A good starting point is to place the screen at an arm’s distance away.
Move the screen so that you can comfortably read it without leaning forward or squinting.

Keyboard & Mouse Placement 
• Place the keyboard and mouse at or slightly below your elbow height.
• Use a box or other sturdy surface to position the keyboard and mouse to

the optimal height.
• Forearms and wrists should be straight and level (yellow line)
• Elbows will hang relaxed and close to sides of the body.

Feet 
• Good foot support is important and is the base for the hips and spine to

stay in alignment (green). Your weight should be on the ball of the foot.
Avoid rocking back onto the heels.

• Slightly bend your knees (orange). Avoid locking out your knees.
• Stagger your stance. Place one foot in front of the other (pink)
• If working on a hard surface consider standing on a rug, or mat.
• Weight shift by alternating the position of your feet.

Workflow 
• Close/head-down work that requires concentration is more difficult to

perform when standing. Emails, video conferences, and reading are
good tasks to do when standing.

• Your body is designed to move throughout the day. Standing for long
periods puts a greater workload on your body.

• Listen to your body; change postures when you fatigue or start to
slouch or slump forward (red).

• Start by standing for short periods (5-10 minutes every hour).
• Increase standing gradually based on your comfort level and individual

limits. Studies recommend standing and moving approximately 2 hours
of your workday for maximum benefit.

• Take breaks or change positions frequently to avoid fatigue.
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Employees are encouraged to work at a desk or table. If choices are limited, follow these steps to 
position yourself in bed. An optimized set-up will improve comfort and efficiency. 

 Step 1: Support your back 
Good back support is important when working in bed. Start by building continuous support from the hips 
through the shoulder blades. A common mistake is to pile pillows behind your head and the headboard or 
wall. This results in a very up right or sometimes head-forward posture. An optimal and supported posture 
is to work in a slight recline. To do this place a rolled-up bath towel behind your hips and stack pillows in 
decreasing density. Place denser pillows on the bottom to form a firm base of support for the hips and 
lower back. Tapper soft or flat pillows above the towel to support the mid and upper back comfortably. You 
will end up with something that look like a wedge. Good quality, low cost upholstered memory foam bed 
wedges are widely available at home good stores, pharmacies, or medical suppliers. Higher end bed wedge 
systems are available; however, you can usually replicate these with a foam wedge and pillows or blankets.  

Step 2: Elevate knees 
With the back supported in a slight recline try to elevate your 
knees. Use a few firm pillows or a rolled-up towel and place 
them under your knees and calves. You should feel supported 
from the knee to ankle. Elevating the knees reduces strain on 
the lower back and improves circulation through the lower 
extremities. Wedges are available online. Wedges for the legs 
are different from ones for the back and are often trapezoids 
or half circles to allow the knees to be relaxed.    

Step 3: Position and Support 
Correctly positioning a laptop is difficult while in bed. With your 
knees elevated you can now work with the laptop…well in your lap. 
Avoid placing the laptop on a pillow or other soft surface that will 
restrict airflow. Blocking the laptop's fan may cause it to overheat. 
Consider using an adjustable overbed table and/or lapdesk to 
reposition your laptop screen so you can comfortably view the 
monitor. An overbed table when combined with an external 
keyboard and mouse will allow you to reposition your laptop to eye 
level. Raising the monitor to eye-level reduces fatigue associated 
with looking down at the screen.  

When selecting an overbed table ensure that the height of the table fits the bed. Wider and larger surfaces are best. If available, consider 
tables that tilt and lock into position. The best lapdesks will be wide enough to fit both your laptop and have space for a mouse (approx. 
20 inches). Better lapdesks have adjustable cushions attached to the back of the board that allow you to adjust the angle.   

Step 4: Change Positions
Every so often, change your position by raising and lowering the knees and adjusting the backrest angle to be upright or reclined. 
You will want to alternate the backrest between 100° and 120°. Take breaks every 20-30 minutes.  Remember to also give your eyes 
a rest and practice the 20/20/20 rule. Every 20 minutes by looking 20 feet away for 20 seconds.  
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How to roll a bath towel for lumbar/sacral support 
If you are working in a chair or sofa without enough back support consider using a rolled up towel to increase your lumbar 
and hip support. Large bath or beach towels work best. Sufficient back support will to reduce strain and improve comfort. 

Step 1 
Open towel onto a flat surface. 

Step 2 
Fold towel in half.  You want the width of the towel to be at 
least as wide as your hips.   

Step 3 
Roll the towel starting from the longer end. A tight 
roll will result in a denser towel and more support.  

Step 4 
Continue to roll the full length of the towel. A smooth and 
even roll is important.  Back up or start over if the roll 
appears uneven or the sides are misaligned. You may want 
to tape or tie the roll to hold it together.  

Step 5 
Place the roll against the backrest. If you are 
slouching, roll your hips forward until you are 
sitting on the base of your pelvis. Walk your hips 
back and firmly engage the rolls. You may need 
more than one towel to build continuous support 
from your hips to the top of your lower back. Do 
so until you feel secure support in the lumbar. 
Make adjustments until you feel comfortable and 
well supported.  

✔ 
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WRIST EXTENSOR STRETCH 

Bend the right wrist down as shown. 
Keep the right elbow straight. 

Place your left hand over the top of 
the right hand and gently bend the 
wrist toward you. 

Hold for 10 seconds. 
Switch arms. 

WRIST FLEXOR STRETCH 

Bend the right wrist up as shown. 
Keep the right elbow straight. 

Place your left hand over the right 
palm and gently bend the wrist 
toward you. 

Hold for 10 seconds. 
Switch arms. 

SHOULDER EXTENSION – STANDING 

While standing lace your fingers 
behind your back.  

Gently extend your arms back and up 
as shown. 

Hold for 15 seconds. 

LAT FLEXION – STANDING 

While standing lace your fingers 
above your head.   

Gently raise the arms up towards the 
ceiling. 

Hold for 15 seconds. 

UPPER TRAP STRETCH – HOLDING HEAD 

Gently place one hand on your head 
to assist in bending your head to the 
side as shown. 

You should feel a stretch to the side of 
your neck. 

Hold for 10 seconds. 
Switch sides. 

LATERAL TRUNK STRETCH 

While standing lace your fingers 
above your head.  Raise arms up 
toward the ceiling.  

Gently bend to the side until a stretch 
is felt along the side of your body. 
Keep neck straight. 

Hold for 10 seconds. 
Switch sides. 

STANDING LUMBAR EXTENSION 

Stand, place hands on lower back at 
the level in which you want to focus 
the stretch.  Place fingers near spine. 

Gently lean back and extend your 
spine at the level of your pointer/index 
fingers. 

Hold for 15 seconds. 

SEATED HAMSTRING STRETCH 

While seated rest your heel on the 
floor with your toes pointed up. Keep 
knee straight.  

Gently lean forward - bend at the 
hips and keep back straight - until a 
stretch is felt behind your knee/thigh. 

Hold for 10 seconds. 
Switch legs. 
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